A Novel Mechanical Fault Diagnosis Scheme Based on the Convex 1-D Second-Order Total Variation Denoising Algorithm
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Abstract: Convex 1-D first-order total variation (TV) denoising is an effective method for eliminating signal noise, which can be defined as convex optimization consisting of a quadratic data fidelity term and a non-convex regularization term. It not only ensures strict convex for optimization problems, but also improves the sparseness of the total variation term by introducing the non-convex penalty function. The convex 1-D first-order total variation denoising method has greater superiority in recovering signals with flat regions. However, it often produces undesirable staircase artifacts. Moreover, actual denoising efficacy largely depends on the selection of the regularization parameter, which is utilized to adjust the weights between the fidelity term and total variation term. Using this, algorithms based on second-order total variation regularization and regularization parameter optimization selection are proposed in this paper. The parameter selection index is determined by the permutation entropy and cross-correlation coefficient to avoid the interference by human experience. This yields the convex 1-D second-order total variation denoising method based on the non-convex framework. Comparing with traditional wavelet denoising and first-order total variation denoising, the validity of the proposed method is verified by analyzing the numerical simulation signal and the vibration signal of fault bearing in practice.
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1. Introduction

Rolling bearing is widely used in rotating machinery, and its operating status directly affects the safety and stable operation of the entire device, and even the whole production line. The failure rate of bearing is relatively high in the actual process of mechanical equipment. Thus, fault identification of bearing state has great significance in mechanical fault diagnosis [1,2]. To date, the detection of bearing failure is mostly based on vibration signal processing. The main goal is to improve the identification accuracy on the fault characteristic frequency from the original vibration signal [3], and one of important research objectives aims to reduce the noise component and improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

The traditional denoising method primarily uses different filtering algorithm for noise reduction, which is based on the different frequency characteristic distribution of the useful signals and unwanted signals such as noisy data. Time-frequency analysis is widely utilized in stationary and periodicity signal analysis [4]. However, it cannot completely detect the useful information contained in the original measurement signal. In particular, the mechanical equipment fault signal has tended to
be non-stationary, non-linear, and non-Gaussian [5]. Therefore, there are some disadvantages for traditional denoising methods in mechanical fault feature extraction. Many scholars have adopted the wavelet transform as a tool for denoising due to its good time-frequency localization ability, but it is restricted by proper choice of wavelet basis function and decomposition level [6,7]. Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) is a new non-stationary signal adaptive processing method, which has been widely used in one-dimensional signal processing [8]. However, this method also has some obvious shortcomings, such as lack of rigorous theoretical support, model-aliasing and the endpoint effect [9,10]. Moreover, some techniques have been heavily employed in fault diagnosis and fault reconstruction for a class of nonlinear systems [11,12]. Traditional total variation (TV) algorithm is another widely used signal processing method, especially in image processing and one-dimensional signal processing [13,14], because it can suppress noise effectively and maintain a good image edge. Commonly, TV algorithm is constituted by a quadratic data fidelity term and a convex regularization term [15]. Subsequently, novel convex 1-D total variation denoising was introduced by the fact that non-convex regularizers can better recover flat signal regions [16]. Therefore, the non-smooth convex regularizer is replaced by a non-convex one such as logarithmic penalty or arctangent penalty [17,18]. It is proven that convex 1-D total variation denoising has better capacity than the traditional total variation denoising method in signal reconstruction. Nevertheless, the regularization parameter is employed to adjust the weights between fidelity constraints and total variation term, which lack objective evaluation criteria. Furthermore, the abovementioned convex 1-D total variation (TV) denoising by the first-order total variation operator always produces undesirable staircase artifacts. Since the second-order difference is sparser than the first-order difference, it has been widely applied in image processing [19,20]. In order to improve the performance of signal reconstruction and avoid the problem of staircase artifacts, the second-order total variation using non-convex penalty function is firstly employed for vibration signal processing in this paper. Then, this paper distinguishes the differences between unwanted signal such as noisy data and useful signals by permutation entropy in dynamics characters. The concept of permutation entropy (PE) was proposed in the application of measuring the complexity of one-dimensional time series [21]. It is an algorithm to describe irregular and nonlinear systems, which cannot be quantitatively described in a relatively simple way. The PE has the advantages of simple calculation and high sensitivity to signal change, which can be employed to evaluate the denoising effect [22,23]. Nevertheless, the phenomena of excessive noise reduction should be avoided, as it causes the details to be lost in the signal. Thus, the reconstructed signal must maintain a certain similarity with original signal, which can be described by cross-correlation coefficient. Therefore, regularization parameter optimization method is proposed based on permutation entropy and cross-correlation coefficient in this paper. It not only will be able to ensure the greatest degree of suppression noise, but also can improve the similarity between the signal after noise reduction and the original signal, which can avoid the problem of excessive denoising. In order to verify the rationality and feasibility of the proposed method, it is used to analyze the numerical simulation and the actual fault vibration signal of rolling bearings in the bearing test rig and the fan in metallurgical industry.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the basic ideas of convex 1-D second-order total variation denoising method are introduced. The simulation signal analysis is described in Section 3. The fault bearing data from bearing test rig is analyzed in Section 4. The industrial measurement signal analysis of faulty bearing in fan is illustrated in Section 5. The final conclusions are given in Section 6.

2. Theoretical Descriptions

2.1. The Basic Principle of Second-Order Total Variation Denoising Algorithm

Given that the original signal is expressed as \( x = [x_0, x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_{N-1}] \), where \( N \) is the length of original time series. Then, the bidiagonal matrix \( D_1 \in R^{(n-1) \times n} \) is defined as:
The expression of $l_p$-Norm ($p \geq 1$) is as follows:

$$\|x\|_p = (\|x_1\|^p + \|x_2\|^p + \cdots + \|x_N\|^p)^{\frac{1}{p}}$$

(2)

when $p = 1$ and $p = 2$, Equation (2) can be presented as Equations (3) and (4), respectively.

$$\|x\|_1 = (|x_1| + |x_2| + \cdots + |x_N|)$$

(3)

$$\|x\|_2 = \sqrt{|x_1|^2 + |x_2|^2 + \cdots + |x_N|^2}$$

(4)

Then the first-order total variation term can be noted by Equation (5):

$$TV(x) = \|D_1x\|_1 = \sum_{n=1}^{N-1} |x(n) - x(n-1)|$$

(5)

Since the traditional total variation using first-order difference has poor performance in signal reconstruction, the second-order total variation is introduced in this paper, which is defined in Equation (6).

$$TV_2(x) = \|D_2x\|_1 = \sum_{n=1}^{N-1} |x(n+2) - 2x(n+1) + x(n)|$$

(6)

In Equations (5) and (6), $TV(x)$ and $TV_2(x)$ is represented as the operator of first-order and second-order total variation, respectively. Generally, the noisy signal $y(n)$ was composed of useful signal $x(n)$ in additive Gaussian white noise $w(n)$, which can be expressed as follows:

$$y(n) = x(n) + w(n) (n = 0, 1, \cdots, N - 1)$$

(7)

Therefore, the one-dimensional second-order total variation denoising model can be attributed to the following convex optimization problem:

$$F(x) = \arg \min x \frac{1}{2} \|y - x\|^2_2 + \lambda \phi(TV_2(x))$$

(8)

In Equation (8), $F(x)$ is the objective function: $\mathbb{R}^N \to \mathbb{R}$; $\lambda$ is the regularization parameter which is to control the degree of smoothing; $\phi: \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R}$ is a sparsity-promoting penalty function (regularizer). The second term in the expression reflects the degree of signal variation.

2.2. The Proposed Optimized Convex 1-D Second-Order Total Variation Denoising Algorithm

In the basic theory of traditional total variation denoising algorithm, enhanced sparsity penalty function is usually defined as $\phi(x) = \|x\|_1$. However, it has been proven that the non-convex penalties have more obvious advantages in signal reconstruction over convex penalties [16]. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce an appropriate enhanced sparsity penalty function $\phi(x)$ to improve the sparsity of $TV_2(x)$ and ensure the convexity of the objective function, which is conducive to solving the problem. Typical non-convex penalty functions should be continuous, symmetrical and twice
differentiable. The most common non-convex penalty functions are the logarithmic penalty and
arctangent penalty [17], which are shown in Equations (9) and (10):

\[ \phi(x; a) = \frac{1}{a} \log(1 + a |x|) \]  
\[ \phi(x; a) = \frac{2}{a \sqrt{3}} \left( \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{1 + 2a |x|}{\sqrt{3}} \right) - \frac{\pi}{6} \right) \]  

(9)  
(10)

Considering the convexity condition, the parameter \( a \) should be selected in \( 0 < a < \frac{1}{4} \).

After the identification of new sparsity upgrade penalty function \( \phi(x) \), this paper uses
majorization-minimization (MM) approach to achieve fast convergence and Equation (11) is the
basic iterative solver equation.

\[ x^{(k+1)} = y - D_2^T \left( \frac{1}{2} W \left( D_2 x^{(k)} \right) \right)^{-1} + D_2 D_2^T \]  

(11)

where \( W(D_2 x) = \frac{\phi(D_2 x)}{D_2^T} \), \( x^{(0)} = y \), \( k = 1, \ldots, N \). Generally, the number of iterations \( N \) is selected as 20,
which are usually sufficient. Equation (11) indicates that the regularization parameter \( \lambda \) plays a very
important role in iterative solution processes, which is directly related to the actual noise elimination
effect. Therefore, the parameter \( \lambda \) optimization method is introduced based on permutation entropy
and cross correlation in this paper. Permutation entropy (PE) was proposed to detect random time
series and dynamics mutations. PE has a series of advantages: simple concept, fast computing speed,
strong anti-interference ability and good robustness, especially in nonlinear data analysis. Given the
time series \( x(i) \) (\( i = 1, 2, \ldots, N \)) its phase space is reconstructed to obtain Hankel matrix.

\[ Y = \begin{pmatrix}
  x(1) & x(1 + \tau) & \cdots & x(1 + (m - 1)\tau) \\
  x(2) & x(2 + \tau) & \cdots & x(2 + (m - 1)\tau) \\
  x(j) & x(j + \tau) & \cdots & x(j + (m - 1)\tau) \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  x(K) & x(K + \tau) & \cdots & x(K + (m - 1)\tau)
\end{pmatrix} \]  

(12)

where \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, K \), \( m \) and \( \tau \) are denoted as embedding dimension and delay time
respectively, \( K = n - (m - 1)\tau \). Each row in the matrix can be seen as a reconstruction
component and there are \( K \) reconstruction components. The reconstructed matrix \( Y \) in each row
\( \{x(j), x(j + \tau), \ldots, x(j + (m - 1)\tau)\} \) are rearranged in ascending order, and \( j_1, j_2, \ldots, j_m \) indicate the
index of each element in the column of reconstruction components, namely:

\[ x(i + (j_1 - 1)\tau) \leq x(i + (j_2 - 1)\tau) \leq \cdots \leq x(i + (j_m - 1)\tau) \]  

(13)

If there is an equal value in the reconstruction component such as \( x(i + (j_p - 1)\tau) = x(i + (j_q - \1)\tau) \), the elements should be aligned according to the values of \( j_p \) and \( j_q \). In other words, when \( j_p < j_q \),
we can obtain the following Equation:

\[ x(i + (j_p - 1)\tau) \leq x(i + (j_q - 1)\tau) \]  

(14)

A set of symbols sequence can be obtained for each row in the matrix \( Y \).

\[ S(l) = \{j_1, j_2, \ldots, j_m\} \]  

(15)

where \( l = 1, 2, \ldots, k \), and \( k \leq m! \). There is a total of \( m! \) different symbol sequences \( \{j_1, j_2, \ldots, j_m\} \) in \( m \)
dimensional phase space, and symbol sequence \( S(l) \) is just one of them. The probability of each symbol
sequence was calculated and named as \(P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_k\). The permutation entropy (PE) of different symbol sequences in time series \(x(i)\) is defined by the form of information entropy:

\[
H_p(d) = -\sum_{j=1}^{k} P_j \ln(P_j)
\]

The value of \(H_p(d)\) indicates the degree of randomness of time series. Namely, the larger value of \(H_p(d)\) declares the greater randomness of time series, and vice versa. Therefore, the permutation entropy can be used to detect the randomness of time series. Naturally, the permutation entropy for random noise is large, while the permutation entropy of harmonic signal and the modulation signal is small.

From Equation (8), the convex 1-D second-order total variation denoising algorithm involves two parts, the former is fidelity constraint \(\frac{1}{2} \| y - x \|^2 \) and the latter is the total variation term \(\phi(\| TV_2(x) \|)\). It is worthy of mention that \(\lambda\) is used to adjust the weights. If \(\lambda = 0\), the total variation term has no difference in the punishment, and the obtained signal \(x\) is equal to the original signal \(y\). Conversely, if \(\lambda\) tends to infinity, the total variation penalty term works and the fidelity will be poor, which may deviate from the original signal \(x\) to a great extent. It should be noted that a certain similarity between the signal after denoising and the original signal should be maintained to avoid the phenomenon of excessive noise reduction. Therefore, a new evaluation index for selecting parameter \(\lambda\) should be proposed to achieve balance in signal fidelity constraints and total variation term. To reasonably select parameters \(\lambda\), this paper proposed a weighted index based on permutation entropy \(PE_{\text{index}}\) and cross-correlation \(C_{\text{index}}\) as a measurement of denoising result, which can be calculated by Equations (16) and (17), respectively.

\[
C_{\text{index}} = \frac{\text{cov}(x,y)}{\sigma_x \sigma_y} = \frac{E((x - \bar{x})(y - \bar{y}))}{\sigma_x \sigma_y}
\]

Consequently, the final index \(PEC_{\text{index}}\) is determined as the ratio of the cross correlation coefficient and entropy arrangement in Equation (18). Basically, the larger value of \(PEC_{\text{index}}\) always indicates better denoising result.

\[
PEC_{\text{index}} = \max\left(\frac{C_{\text{index}}}{PE_{\text{index}}}\right)
\]

3. Simulation Signal Analysis

3.1. The Role of Permutation Entropy on Signal Randomness Detection

The embedding dimension \(m\) and delay time \(\tau\) should be determined in permutation entropy calculation firstly. Bandt [21] recommended that the embedding dimension \(m\) should be in the range of 3–7. If \(m\) is too small, the reconstructed vector contains very little state and the algorithm loses its meaning. If \(m\) is too large, the reconstruction phase space will homogenize the time series, which will not only extend the computation time, but will also be unable to reflect subtle changes in sequence. Thus, the parameter \(m = 6\) is selected in this paper. Due to the fact that delay time \(\tau\) has little impact on the operation sequence, \(\tau = 1\) is chosen here. To validate the effect of permutation entropy on signal random detection, the harmonic signal, modulation signal and Gaussian white noise signal were analyzed, respectively. The expressions of harmonic signal and modulation signal are listed as follows:

\[
s_1 = \sin(2\pi f_1 t)
\]

\[
s_2 = [1 + 0.5\sin(2\pi f_2 t)] \sin(2\pi f_3 t)
\]
where \( N = 2048 \), \( f_1 = 500 \) Hz, \( f_2 = 5 \) Hz, \( f_3 = 10 \) Hz. \( s_3 \) is the standard Gaussian white noise. According to the definition of arrangement entropy, the values of three simulated signals are chosen as 1.4429, 1.1938 and 6.3648, respectively. The result indicates that there is great difference among the permutation entropy values of noise signal, harmonic and modulation signal. Generally, the permutation entropy value of the noise signal is much larger than harmonic signal and modulated signal. Therefore, the permutation entropy can be used to effectively evaluate the actual denoising.

3.2. Numerical Simulation Analysis

Generally, vibration signal is composed of a modulation component and a noise component. Therefore, the simulation signal is generated to verify the effectiveness of the improved total variation denoising method, which is listed as follows.

\[
x = x_1 + x_2
\]

\[
x_1 = \sin(2\pi f_1 t + \cos(2\pi f_2 t))
\]

where \( x_1 \) is a typical modulating signal with \( f_1 = 15 \) Hz and \( f_2 = 30 \) Hz. \( x_2 \) is Gaussian white noise, its mean value is 0 and variance is \( \delta = 0.5 \). The clean signal \( x_1 \) and noisy signal \( x_2 \) are shown in Figure 1, respectively. It can be seen that the modulation characteristics of the original signal in noisy signal are difficult to identify in Figure 1. Using the preferred regularization parameter selection method based on the weights between permutation entropy and cross correlation coefficient defined in Equation (18), the parameter can be selected as \( \lambda = 1.3 \).

![Figure 1](image1.png)

**Figure 1.** The clean signal and noisy signal with \( \delta = 0.5 \). (a) The time response of the clean signal; (b) The time response of the noisy signal.
To verify the validity of the different denoising methods, the performance is evaluated by signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Comparing with the traditional wavelet denoising method and the typical total variation denoising method using first-order total variation, the proposed second-order total variation noise reduction method by non-convex penalty function defined in Equations (9) and (10) is used for simulation signal analysis. It is important to note that the ‘wden’ function is chosen as the automatic 1-D denoising function and the wavelet basis function is set as ‘sym5’ in wavelet denoising. Moreover, the wavelet basis function selection and parameter setting are the same in the remaining part of this paper. The analysis results provided by different methods are shown in Figure 2. We can make the conclusion that the proposed method can largely reduce the noise components from original signal and maintain the key characteristics to the greatest extent. The proposed improved total variation noise reduction method can acquire a larger value of SNR to 11.31 db under the condition of $\delta = 0.5$.

![image](image-url)

**Figure 2.** Comparison of the different denoising methods. (a) Simulation results of TV denoising; (b) Simulation results of wavelet transforms denoising; (c) The results provided by the proposed method.

In order to evaluate the effect of different noise level for the simulated signal, we also calculate the SNR after denoising by different methods in Table 1. It can be seen that the proposed method has better noise reduction performance than other methods.
Table 1. The performance of different denoising methods. SNR: signal-to-noise ratio; TV: total variation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Variance of Noise</th>
<th>The SNR after Denoising by Different Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Proposed Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>18.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>16.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>15.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>12.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>11.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>10.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Experimental Verification

4.1. Experimental Setup

A great impact on production can be caused in actual operation when failure occurs in rolling bearing. The recognition of bearing failure mostly depends on bearing fault characteristic frequency extraction. In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method in the experiment, the signal of bearing test rig is employed to perform analysis. The structural of bearing test rig is shown in Figure 3 and the whole experiment device is driven by a 220 V (550 W~50 Hz) AC motor. The position of the yellow arrow in the figure is replaceable bearing. The electrical discharge machining (EDM) method was used to pitting the replaceable bearing outer ring to simulate the bearing outer ring failure. The vertical direction experiment acceleration signals of fault bearing on the right side of test bench were collected by US CSI2130 Data Analyzers. The parameters of the bearing test rig failure frequency are shown in Table 2. It is worthy of mention that the rotation frequency is $f_r = 24.17$ Hz and fault frequency of the outer race is $f_o = 87.01$ Hz.

![Figure 3. Bearing test rig.](image)

Table 2. The experiment parameter and failure frequency of bearing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rotation Speed r/min</th>
<th>Rotation Frequency/Hz</th>
<th>Sampling Rate/Hz</th>
<th>Sampling Time/s</th>
<th>Outer Fault/Hz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1450</td>
<td>24.17</td>
<td>16384</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>87.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2. Experimental Results Analysis

Figure 4 shows the time-domain diagram of the measured vibration signals, which indicates that the outer race fault feature is hardly detected by time-domain characteristic and it is necessary to analyze using the advanced analysis method. Additionally, the noisy component has an impact on the identification of bearing fault characteristic frequency. In order to show the detailed information on the signal with noise, the time scale is selected from zero to 0.25 s.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4.** The measured vibration signal of bearing test rig in time-domain.

In order to compare the effect of different denoising methods for identifying mechanical failure characteristic frequency, the wavelet analysis and the proposed second-order TV methods with non-convex penalty function were used to analyze the measured bearing fault signal. After using the regularization parameter selection method, we can obtain $\lambda = 1.1$. The results are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. The denoising result by the proposed method in time-domain was shown in Figure 5a. Meanwhile, directly frequency spectrum analysis was carried out and plotted in Figure 5b. From Figure 5b, it can be seen that the proposed method can clearly detect outer race fault frequency 87 Hz ($f_o$), second harmonic frequency 175 Hz ($2f_o$), the third harmonic frequency 262 Hz ($3f_o$), and quadruplicated frequency 349 Hz ($4f_o$). Additionally, the rotation frequency $f_r$ and its second harmonic frequency $2f_r$ can be inspected. The conclusion can be made that there is an outer race fault on the bearing test rig, which is consistent with the actual situation. The typical wavelet denoising method with previous parameter settings was also used to analyze the data and the results are shown in Figure 6. Similarly, the time-domain graph and frequency-domain graph were plotted in Figure 6a,b, respectively. Since the amplitude of fault frequency of the outer race is smaller than the others, it can be hardly identified by the wavelet denoising method. Thus, the result demonstrated that the proposed improved total variation method has greater superiority in signal denoising.
5. Verification by Industrial Bearing Fault Signal

To further verify the proposed improved total variation denoising method in the industrial field equipment fault diagnosis, the bearing signal of an exhaust fan in metallurgical industry was analyzed in this paper. The exhaust fan is mainly used in iron-making processing, which is one of the important pieces of equipment in the plant. The equipment structure diagram and bearing under test position is shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6.** Results obtained by typical wavelet denoising. (a) Reconstructed signal in time-domain by wavelet; (b) Reconstructed signal in frequency-domain by wavelet.

![Figure 7](image)

**Figure 7.** The structure diagram of the fan.
In order to obtain the running state of the fan, the US Emerson CSI2130 vibration acquisition equipment is used to test the vertical position of the bearing in Figure 7. The type of tested roller bearing is SKF22230. Equipment operating parameters, data acquisition parameters and bearing fault frequencies are shown in Table 3. The sampling rate is 2560 Hz, the rotation frequency is \( f_r = 16.5 \) Hz and the fault frequency of the outer race is \( f_o = 135.3 \) Hz, respectively. The measured vibration signal of an exhaust fan in time-domain is plotted in Figure 8. The time scale is selected from zero to 0.5 s so as to display the the detailed information on the measured signal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rotation Speed r/min</th>
<th>Rotation Frequency/Hz</th>
<th>Sampling Rate/Hz</th>
<th>Sampling Time/s</th>
<th>Outer Fault/Hz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>993</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>2560</td>
<td>6.39</td>
<td>135.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 8. The measured vibration signal of an exhaust fan in time-domain.](image)

Fan vibration signal is processed by the proposed improved total variation denoising method and typical wavelet denoising method. The results are shown in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. In Figure 9, only the outer race fault frequency and its second harmonic frequency can be detected by the wavelet method, which are not obvious. However, the proposed improved total variation denoising method can find the 16.59 Hz \((f_r)\) rotating frequency, second harmonic frequency 33.13 Hz \((2f_r)\), third harmonic frequency 49.69 Hz \((3f_r)\), the outer ring fault characteristic frequency 138 Hz \((f_c)\) and its second harmonic frequency 276 Hz \((2f_c)\), shown in Figure 10. Therefore, we can identify the fault of outer race in tested rolling bearing. Then, the first bearing is maintained and disintegrated later. A large area pitting on the outer ring is detected and the side surface of the radial has a serious scratch. The result of the disintegrated bearing is signalled by the red arrow in Figure 11, which is consistent with the results of the vibration testing and signal analysis. Thus, it is illustrated that the proposed approach can be successfully used in industrial bearing fault signal processing.
Figure 9. Result provided by wavelet denoising. (a) Result of wavelet denoising in time-domain; (b) Result of wavelet denoising in frequency-domain.

Figure 10. Cont.
The second-order total variation denoising method with non-convex penalty function was applied.
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Figure 10. Result obtained by the proposed method. (a) Result of proposed method in time-domain; (b) Result of proposed method in frequency-domain.

Figure 11. Picture of bearing components after test (outer race defect in bearing).

6. Conclusions

The main research work is described in the following three aspects: (1) The second-order total variation denoising method based on non-convex regularization was proposed, which aimed to guarantee the optimization problem was strictly convex and to improve the sparsity of the result. Besides, it can avoid the problem of staircase artifacts; (2) The composite indicator of permutation entropy and cross correlation coefficient were utilized in this paper, which performs well in ensuring greater signal-to-noise ratio and avoiding the detailed information loss caused by excessive denoising; (3) The second-order total variation denoising method with non-convex penalty function was applied to mechanical fault signal feature extraction. The results of numerical simulation signal, bearing fault signal in test rig and the exhaust fan in metallurgical industry, demonstrated that the proposed method has better denoising performance than the traditional TV method using first-order difference operator and wavelet denoising method.
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